
 

  City Attorney 

 Date: December 22, 2011 
 
 To: City Council; Board of Ethics  
 
 From: David A. Pfeifle 
 
 Subject: Revisions to Chapter 12 ½ 
 
 
As you are aware, this matter will be under consideration of the Public Services 
Committee on January 9, 2011.  I will be present at that meeting to answer your 
questions, but I wanted to provide you with a memorandum in advance for your review.  
Each section addressed in the proposals shall be identified, followed by a brief 
explanation of the justification for the revision. 

Section 12 ½-8:   This section addresses a concern from the Board of Ethics (“Board”) 
that a quorum should be returned to the three as originally required by the ordinance, 
rather than the recent amendment to four members.  As you are aware, the Board is 
comprised of citizen volunteers, and it can be extremely difficult to find a convenient 
time for members of the Board to attend a meeting.  As the Council has recently 
reduced the authority of the Board so that it now serves in an advisory role, the need for 
a higher quorum number is less.     

Section 12 ½-9:   This section reflects several changes.  Any reports received from the 
Fraud report hotline that involve an elected official could now be referred to the Board.  
The section also clarifies that all complaints shall remain confidential unless otherwise 
provided in Article II and III—please see below.  The Board would be given the authority 
to dismiss a complaint if the complaining party, the “complainant,” violates the 
confidentiality rules under this chapter.  However, the Board or anyone else could re-file 
the complaint; only the complaining party would be prohibited from re-filing it if he/she 
violates the confidentiality rules.   

The Board would also be given authority to dismiss “frivolous” complaints that lack a 
rational basis in fact or law.  This revision has been necessitated by the recent increase 
in the filings of complaints under Article III.  The power to dismiss frivolous complaints is 
given to many Ethics Commissions across the United States.  This dismissal power was 
a legislative solution for the sudden increase in filings in these other jurisdictions.  The 
proposal also delineates several factors in determining whether a complaint is 
“frivolous.”    
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Section 12 ½-10:  Subsection (9)  would now allow the Board to recommend changes 
as needed to the Council for any issues that arise in exercising its functions under 
Article III.  The Board would be in the best position to inform the Council of any 
necessary changes.  Subsections (10) and (15) delete the language that references a 
specific chapter due to the recodification process that is about to occur.  

Section 12 ½-12:  The current first paragraph prohibits the City Attorney from acting as 
legal counsel for the Board for any complaint against the mayor.  This proposal would 
expand this prohibition to include any elected official under Article III. 

Section 12 ½-15:  The proposal contained in the definition of “confidential information” 
merely deletes specific statutory references that could change.   

Section 12 ½-19:  The proposal likewise deletes the specific statutory reference that 
could change.   

Section 12 ½-21:  This section adds a provision that a former employee could act as a 
private consultant so long as he/she does not appear before the city or a public board 
thereof, or communicate directly with such entities.  This would allow an employee to 
take their expertise and skill for use after they leave their employment but prohibits them 
from using their prior position to influence current city officials or employees directly.  It 
also reiterates that they are prohibited from disclosing confidential information at any 
time.   

Section 12 ½-22:  This proposal allows one to “self-report” past violations and would 
allow such self-reporting to be considered in mitigation of any future sanctions.  Self-
reporting is beneficial in that the City may discover violations that may not have 
otherwise become known.   

Section 12 ½-23:  This proposal synthesizes the sections on “complaints” and 
“complaint procedures” that were overlapping.  It also clarifies that the confidentiality 
rule applies to the complaining party and anyone else who is involved with the complaint 
process.  It also clarifies that the complaint, as well as any subsequent filings and 
proceedings before the Board, are confidential unless otherwise provided in this 
chapter.  

Section 12 ½-24:  This proposal eliminates part (7), a deferral by imposing a 
probationary period up to one year.  Any discipline of any kind is intended to be 
imposed by the respective official(s) who have authority over that official or employee.   

Section 12 ½-26:  This section is a hold-over from the prior version of the chapter 
where the Board could take specific disciplinary actions against an official or employee.  
This section is no longer necessary as this section was revised to limit the board’s 
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authority to only recommend sanctions to the supervisory authority, whose actions 
would have legal protections attached to them, such as civil service rules for officials 
and employees under the civil service, with possible judicial review thereafter.          

Section 12 ½-31:  The proposal would add subsections (9) and (10) which would 
specifically allow the Board to hear complaints regarding current elected officials under 
the elections ordinances and would also allow the Board to hear complaints referred 
from the fraud hotline involving elected officials. 

Section 12 ½-34:  Like the proposal for officials and employees, this would allow the 
same self-reporting for elected officials. 

Section 12 ½-35:  This proposal would significantly alter the procedures on how 
complaints are handled under Article III.  The review of Ethics Commissions legislation 
across the country as well as case law authorities leads to the conclusion that the 
complaints against elected officials need to be more public.  The proposal reaches a 
compromise between the public’s desire to know the existence and nature of a 
complaint with the elected officials’ right to have an initial confidential review of such 
complaints completed by the Board, if so desired.  The elected official is able to waive 
confidentiality and have all Board proceedings public.  However, the report issued by 
the Board, regardless of the decision, would become public and any hearing before the 
City Council would be public. Therefore, any information presented to the Council and 
final actions taken based on that information would be public.    

This proposal also increases the time for when the report from the Board is due and 
also when the Council should conduct the public hearing.  The Board is recommending 
such timeline changes based on its difficulties in trying to meet the short deadlines of 
the current ordinance.   

 The proposal requires the Board to issue findings on a probable cause determination 
and also report its recommended sanctions.   

The remaining revisions are merely technical and do not change the substance of the 
section. 


